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A. Amazon RDS for PostgreSQL
B. Redisç”¨Amazon ElastiCache
C. Amazon RDS for MySQL
D. Memcachedç”¨Amazon ElastiCache
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
https://aws.amazon.com/elasticache/redis-vs-memcached/
In-memory databases on AWS

Amazon Elasticache for Redis
Amazon ElastiCache for Redis is a blazing fast in-memory data
store that provides submillisecond latency to power
internet-scale, real-time applications. Developers can use
ElastiCache for Redis as an in-memory nonrelational database.
The ElastiCache for Redis cluster configuration supports up to
15 shards and enables customers to run Redis workloads with up
to 6.1 TB of in-memory capacity in a single cluster.
ElastiCache for Redis also provides the ability to add and
remove shards from a running cluster. You can dynamically scale
out and even scale in your Redis cluster workloads to adapt to
changes in demand
https://aws.amazon.com/nosql/in-memory/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/autoscaling/ec2/userguide/as-add-av
ailability-zone.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/Concepts
.MultiAZ.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
A Power 770 customer is considering the purchase of a Power 770
Capacity Back Up (CBU) system as part of a disaster recovery
solution. What is a benefit provided by CBU?
A. Allows the temporary transfer of license keys from the
primary system to the CBU.
B. Allows the temporary transfer of active cores from the
primary system to the CBU.
C. Allows the temporary transfer of IBM i licenses and user
entitlements from the primary system to the CBU.
D. Allows the temporary transfer of IBM i licenses and
Enterprise Enablement features from the primary system to the
CBU
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which NetApp tool is used to perform a configuration validation
and health check that includes a high- availability setup?
A. Inventory Collect Tool
B. Config Advisor
C. Hardware Universe
D. SnapCenter
Answer: B
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